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Chapter 1

r

CHANGING PATTERNS OF STATEWIDE COORDINATION

Richard M. Millard
Education Commission of the States

It is no accident that the period of the most ra%4.,,gixpansion of higher
education in the history of the country was also the period in which states
moved at an accelerated rate towards establishing statewide higher .

education agencieseither coordinating agencies or consolidated -
governing boards. In 1960 there wereOnly 16 state coordinating agencies or
consolidated governing boards, one of hich went back to Colonial times.
-By-1970, 47 states had s oh agenci s. The ried in 1970 and do today
in power, in struct re,- to some tent i pu rpose, and in scope of
institutions or segm nts included if aegis. Most of them were
concerned primaril or only with pig idher education institutions,

dough a few to a 4n ited extent h responsibilities extending beyond the
public sphere. I ....... /

---
To understand the environment out of which such coordinating and
governing boards emerged and the extent of the changing situation today, it
may be wise_la recall that' between 1960 and 1970, enrollments in higher
education institutions alone jurped from 3,789,000 to 8,581,000, an
increase of 126%. While most triStitittions expanded during the period, the
public institutions expanded at a far more rapid rftte than the private ones. A

State expenditures for higher education rose from $4.5 billion in 1960 to
$13.9 billion in 1970, an increase of 207%. More than 400 new campuses
were created by the states, bringing the total number of state institutions to ,
1,089.'

'Clark Kerr, The Future of State Government-Higher Education Relations," in The
Changing Face of Higher Education, 'Proceedings of the Second Legislative
Conference (Atlanta: Southern Regional Education board, 1973), p. 33.
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2 ADMINISTRATION OF STATEWIDE SVSTEmS

What this underlines is that to a very.large extent, state coordinating and
governing agencies were created to deal with expansion of public higher
educatign. In fact, in many of the state lawst9sOplishing such agencies, the
stated Ourpose was "to provide for the orderly growth" of public higher
education. Governors and legislators, faced with increasing demands for
higher education places, competition among 4xisting institutions and
systems for funds for expansion, and increasing evidence bf chaos in
random growth, turned in most cases first to study commissions and then
on to the'recorr)mendations of such commissions to legislation establishing
the coordinating or, governing agencies. Again, while the powers and scope
bf operations of such agencies differed, most were aq.easecharged with
responsibility- for-planning on a' statewide basis for the institutions and
segments under their purview. They'thus emerged in a period of expansion
and were charged with inswing orderly growth, effective use of funds to
insure that growth, and planning for whatat that time seemed to be an
unending period of continuing growth and-development.

The situation in 1974 is considerably different. Thp period of greatly
increasing enrollments of college-age students has 'clearly passed.
Although the peak of the 18- to 22-year-bid population may not be reached
for, 4pother 2 or 3 years, the proportion of 18- to 22-year-olds attending
coliebes and universities is already dropping. In fact, with white males it
dropped back from a high of 44% in 1969 to the 1962 level of 37.6%)n 1973.
Although attendance among women is not yet decreasing, it has leveled off.
The national birth rate has reached the level of "zero population growth"
and is still dropping.

"Costs of higher education continue to escalate, but in those states in which
appropriations are tied to enrollments, funds for institutions with
decreasing enrollments are in turn decreasing. Percentages of state general
revenue gciing into all education have dropped from a high of 53.49%in 1969
to 48.90% in 1973. This may in part reflect already decreasing enrollments in
elementary-secondary education. The percentage of state general revenue
going to higher education haS held fairly constant at around 14.5% since
1968 (14.26% in 1973), but there is little indication that it will increase in the
future and some indication that it may drop further.2As a res(u It, the concern
at state and institutional levels is not with expanded students or funds in
relation to traditional higher education, but with how to operate in a stead
state or even in a declining state situation.

,Lyman Glenny and James R. Kidder, State Tax Support of Higher Education:

14
Revenue Appropriation Trends and Patterns, 1963-1973 (Denver: Education
Commission of the States, 1974).
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CHANGING PATTERNS OF COORDINATION

Such a situation calls for a kind of planning and fiscal operation both for
institutions and state agencies very different from the planning and
operations called for in the 60s. If one considers only higher education and
traditional college-age students, it clearly means planning for
retrenchment, for consolidation, for husbanding of resources. And part of
the question becomes whether state agencies have, can, or will change
focus to deal with these new conditions.

But the picture is complicated by a series of not unrelated developments.
The first has been the growing concern over the last 5 years on the part of
legislators and the general public for more effective accountability in the
use of public funds. This has been followed by increasing concern for
accountabithyin relation to the meeting of educational goals and the quality
of the educational process. This demand for accountability grows in part
out of increasing costs and questions of,productivity, in part out of the after-
effect of the student unrest of the late 60s and early 70s, and in part out of the
continuing credibility gap related to the first two. It also grows out of the
persisting feeling (whether correct or not that the higher education
community has been less than candid in its willingness, to make accurate
information available to state and national funding agenties.

The sep6nd is the manpower situation (whether correctly interpreted or
no)) and the claim that we are, producing an excess of highly educated,

npower, not only at doctoral and master's degree levels but at
baccalaureate, evels as well. That there are oversupplies in some areas such
as teacher education, and even urid,epupplies in others, would be 'hard to
deny. That we are educating too many people may well be subject to
dispute, But regardless of the actual situation, the danger of over-
production has further reinforced the credibility gap and has at least made it
necessary in planning to take manpower issues more fully into account.

The third development has been the growing public concern over the plight
of private institutions. This has been reflected in both the financial problems
of private institutions and the tuition differentials between public and
private institutions. While the dire predictions of the Jellema reports3 have
not been borne out, it is true that many private institutions are in trouble and
some have gone under. It is clear thil the public is concerned about
preserving the "dual" system, and that the states have responded. Some 39
states now make aid available to private institutions or to students to enable .
them to attend private institutions. States are far more concerned with

3William W. Jellema, The Red and the Black (Washington: Ass2ciation of American
Colleges, 1971); "Redder and Much Redder" (Unpublished AperoAssoclation of
AmericaneColleges, 1972).



ADMINISTRATION OF STATEWIDE SYSTEMS

utilization of the resources of private institutions than was the case only a
few years back.

The fourth development has been the rapid growth over the last 6 to 8 years
of information and panagement systems in higher education institutions
and at state levels.. The Nationhl' Commission on the Financing of
Postsecondary Education has in effect come close to recommepding
national management information system for postsecondary education.
The scope of interest and impact of the development of management in-
formation systems, and concern about their assumptions and applications
have.been demonstrated by and at the Education Commission of the States
National Forum on New Planning and,Management Practices in Post-
secondary Education in 1972 and 1973, the National Center for Higher
Education Management Systems assembly in 1972, and a highly provoc-
ative paper by Earl Cheit.'

While the development of such systems has been a boon to statewide
boards and their planners, in fact effec planning cannot be carried out
without adequate information. It has also ra major questions on the use
of.such information and the poviwr it gives its possessor.-Legislators have
been sufficiently impressed that specific Management information systems.
have been legislatively mandated in a few state', and other states con-
sidered doing so.

The fifth development, growing again in part out of 'student unrest but
gaihing impetus on its own, has been concerned with innovation within the
framework of higher education. Although the earlier sidewalk and q'free"
universities have pretty well died out with the end of the student upheaval,
external degrees, universities without walls, experimental colleges such ag
Empire State (New York), Evergreen State (Washington), and Metropolitan
State (Minnesota) colleges, encouragement of dropping in and stopping
out, and other forms of educational offerings involving new methods of
delivery and opening nonorthodox opportunities have flourished. In a
number of instances, the planning and endoiragement for such programs,

I, and even their operation as in the case of the external degree program in
New York, have been undertaken by the,statewide agencies in question. The
statewide agencies, in other words, have recognized the public concern for
reform, for opening up new paths to and in.post-high school and collegiate
educatiOn, and have taken the initiative in encouraging such developments
including more effective use.. of technologies. This includes inter-

'Earl Cheit, "The Management Systems Challenge: How to Be Academic though
Systematic" (Paper presented at a meeting of the American Council on Education,
fall 1973).



CHANGING PATTERNS DF COORDINATION 5

institutional television networks as in Oklabom4computer networks as in
Illinois: and library networks as in Ohio.

Thus quite apart from what might be considered other external .

developments. affecting .higher educatiOn, the patterns, concerns, and
directions of statewide coordination and governance of higher education
hava"changed radically In the past 4 or 5 years. The emphasis has changed
to planing and coordination for consolidation, conservation of resources,
more effective use of infqrmation systems, more effective reporting and
accountability, consideration of manpower .issues, concern for private
institution in the planning prOcesS,and encouragement of new forms of
educational delivery. In some cases this has meant declaring moratoria on
new programs, particularly at 4he graduate levels 'developing more
discriminating criteria for program approval, considering new bases for
budgeting that are less directly dependent on student enrollment formt0s,
encouraging institutional consortia to accomplish educational goals mcite
economically, and fostering new delivery system's to meet different student
clientele needs.

One fascinating featureof the changing conditions is that in the process, no
statewide coordinating or governing board has been eliminated as I3-eing
itself a/luxury. or an unnecessary cost. In fact the trend, insofar as there is
one, has been the opposite. Some coordinating agencies have been
replaced by consolidated governing boards (North Carolina and
Wisconsin) and in one state (Rhode Island) the segmental governing boards
wer, replaced by one governing board for all levels of education. Most of the
coordinating boards have been strengthened. What this would seem toy
indicate is that the states at least have come to recognize. that, if anything, in
a periodof possible retrenchment effective planning and coordination are
even more crucial than in periods of expansion. The need for more effective
differentiation of role and scope of institutions, for development of
complementation in contrast to competition among ptograms, and for
adequate information for deciSion making even at legislative levels is that
much more acute.

In addition to the types of changes noted which might be considered as
internal to the higher education system, there are other highly signifi t

developments that further alter the patterns of statewide 6Oordin on, in
some respects, perhaps radically. At the time of itspassage,lh ducation
Amendments of 1972 was hailed as a landmark piece of gislation that
wolild have major impact on all education beyond.the gh school. In spite
of administrative foot dragging and inadequate fu rig, this prediction has
in fact turned out to be true. The Act has liter $changed the ground rules
and, whethe intentionally or not, rede :d roles and responsibilities of
institutions stgieTrand-the federal vernment.
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First, and perhaps most important, it redefined the universe of federarand
state concern with post-high school education from higher education to
postsecondary education. Traditionally we have tended to think of the
educational system as made up of schools on the elementary- secondary
level, and colleges and universities on the post-high kchool level/What the
Act did was to bring national attention to the fact that this traditibpalview is
wholly inadequate. The components of postsecondary ed eation have
been around a long time, WOhave been dimly aware of t , but in some
cases acted as though they did not exist, considered em as engaged in
"training" rather than education, or even considered them as alternatives for
persons who for whatever reason could not be admitted into the "system."
We suddenly 'discovered that thanumberprpeople involved in education
beyond the high school or over the age 6f compulsory school attendance
was ill ore than triple the number :d students in collegiate institutions.
According to the National CommiSsion on the Financing of Postsecondary
Education, 9.3 million student's were in collegiate institutions in 1973, but in
ex ess of 34 million students -(this figure, may, be conservative) were
eng in other kinds of postsecondary education. Froron the standpoint of
statewide planning alone, any major shift among students in different
categories Of-postsecondary education could radically change concerns for
the types of institutions being planned. The Act, mother words, by the very
redefinition of the universeof postsecondary education, created new prob-
lems and opportunities lor plaiining at all levels..

This shift to postsecondary education created problems of definition, raised
'questions about the applicability of our management information systems, re
and added a vastly wider cast of characters to those concerned with the
implications of decision making in relatioh to postsecondary education at
the state level. It raised questions about the very paradigm of post-high
school and advanced education we had been using for planning and
information purposes on institutional, state, and federal levels. The new
universe includes proprietary schools; postsecondary vocational schools,
whether public or private; schools not currently eligible for student aid,
ranging from special language schools to schools on how to become a
croupier; and the widest of all "formal and informal learning opportunities
offered by such organizations and groups as churches, libraries, museums,
art galleries, labor unions, public radio and television, civic organizations,
industrial organizations, professional organizations and chambers of
commerce throughout the nation."' Even if for practical purposes at the

ni

'National Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary Education, Financing
* Posttecondaly Education in the United States (Washington: U.S. ,Government

Printing Office, 1974), p. 18.
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present time this la0 largest group is not considered, the rfige of concern
for, planners constitutes a new ballpark. And that last group can hardly be
elirninated for long in the light of other developments including renewed
mPhasis on life-long learning.

T e ,Act went further than t oreticsily changing the universe: It imple-
m nted atleizat signifioa parts of the change in three ways with direct_.,
im act on the States. F st, under Title IV on student assistance, students
att nding accredited proprietary schools are eligible for federal student aid.
Se ond, in Section 140, congress established a National Commission on
the ihancing of eostsecohdpry Education charged to investigate not the
fine cIng of hither education alone, but postsecondary education, and to
repo t back i findings and recommendations. Although the commission: in
its re Ort d alt primarily with igher education, its very discussion of the
comp he s of pdstseconda education makes it impossible to overlook
other s in future discussions. Third, and most dramatic, the Act directed
that a state that wishes to secure funds under Title XA.(community
college -), Title XB (postsecondary occupational education), or Section
1203 'mprehensive statewide plinning)' shall establish or designate a
sta tsecondary education commission "which is broadly and equitably
re rase Native of the general public and public and private nonprofit and
Pro riet institutions of postsecondary education in the state. . ..."
Re ardle of legislative history and any confusions embodied in Section
1202 as a r suit of compromises by the conference committee, through this
section th federal government for the first time recognized (particularly ill
Section 12 3) the importance of general statewide planning and the state's
responsibility for it, and insisted--thatstatewide planning be general enough . -

to take into' ccount the range of postsecondary edkatIon.- .

Section 120 also made it possible for the slates fo consolidate under the
state postse ndary education commissions gie higher education facilities
commissiona nd the state agency administering the continuing education
and 'communi service programs (Title I). Itewas thus designed to
encourage co solidation rather than proliferation of state yagencies
responsible kir dministering federal programs. /

\

In TitTa: which ii s not to date been activated, the Act called for statewide
planning under the 1202 commission for community colleges am!,

- occupational educ tion, and it specifically recognized that suoh planning
- cannot take place in a vacuum and that to be effective it must be carried out

in the context of planning for postsecondary education as a whole.

One other part of the Act also focused on the states and has implications for
changing patterns in state coordination. This is the State Student Incentive
Grant Program, which provides matching funds to.new or additional state
funds for student assistance. To receive such funds., a state must apply

12
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.._

through a single, state agency administer:ing the state's student grant
programAlthough in a numberof states the agency-administering the state,

- student aid program is not the . ord inating or governing agency, ihrnany'
states they are the e same; it.w .auld : - clear thit lit thbse where they de,

.2; different, at least the planning for st\ i.- - e t aid must impart be a function of
the central Panning agency. More, recent developments indicate the .

posSibilitx,fEat,the State Student Incentive Grant Program may become the
key for coordination of federal and state programs in the developnient of a
more coherent national-state delivery system. If, this should become' the

. f ,
ase, the pattern and role of 'state agencydperatien and planning ih..t sL

( a ,re,4 maybe considerably enhanced.
.

''. ,,,---'. ,-.

. t,.

Most educators are well aware of the subsequent hi&tary,ofthe activation-of -

the proyisions in the Education Amendment of 19,7:4Z-, The U.S./Office of
Education attempted to develop guidelines forkthe1202 commissions and in
th.e process involved a wider range of'consultation with the postiecondary
education.:,comrnunity than ever before or since in the history of federk"

"..- legislation: The revi d guidelines were ready to be released when it was
. decided by the ad in niitration to hold them up indefinitely because there

, . was, no intention of funding Section .1,203 o "'' Title X. In fact, the
0-, , 'administration refused to reccimmend funding, for diost of the Act, with the

exceptidris,of the Basic qucational Opportunity Grants and Developing
institutions. Guidelines were also developed but never released~ for the
State Student IncentiveGrarrt,Program. Congress, however, for fiscal 1974

, . approved $3 ininion under Section 1203 .and $19 million Under the State,
Student Incentive Grant Program:I
Of the $3 million appropriate4unfler Section' 1203, $2 million was withheld

`1/4*ci, 'phaseout" the higher education facilities comOssions, leaving only $1.
rn`i lion for statewide planning. On March 1, "1974, U,S. Commissioner of

\ Edu tion John.Ottina, withbut benefit of guidelines, wrote to the"
, govern sof each stale and territory inviting them tp establish or designate- -

a oommisSiontir augment an existing one, if the state wished to apply for the
planningfurids and to do so in accordance.with the conditions stated in the
Act. . . \
Given the fact that s ittle money was involved and that the procedure of
designating or appointi 1202 commissions would be a painful process in.
some states, the response the states has been overwhelming. Forty-three
statesthe District of Colu bia, and three territories responded by
estisking,, or developing co issions. Si states, because' of local
conditions, responded by electing t to establiOtori9missions a/this time
but reported that they expected to est commissions in the future. One
State *as unable todact without legislative authorization, and only 'one
eligible territory did not respond at all. Fifteen states estatilished new
corimissions; in two cases the new commissions incltide all the members of

et0
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the existing commission and the current executive officer is also the Officer

11

of the new 'commission..,Nineteen states designated existing commissions
and, nine states augmen,ted existing commissions. It should also be noted
that three of the new comMissions,were established by legislative action:

"Prior to.tfie Ottina letter:as successors to previously existing agencies in'
those states. One other fascinating footnote is that the three statesthat had
no coordinating agency or consolidated governing board all establiehed.
1262 commissions. , '

.

The critical questiOn is why did, the states respond so overwhelmingly? It
could hardly be because of current federalfunding. With '47 states and
territories respond ing,Ohe total amount available. to any state would be

'approximately $26000., States Are ,currently spending in excess of $15
million for "planning purposes. The 'administration has recommended no
additional funding for fiscal 1975. While Congress may appropriate some
funding under Section 1203, perhaps in excess °fine current figure, it is not ,
.likely to be a large amount. There appears to be little chaQce of funding this
year for Title X. It thus can hardly besthe funds .that ncouraged the
respOnse, It would seem to m,e that the only answer that can begiven is that
the expansion of statewide planning to the range of postsecondary
education is ah ideraWhose time has come, and the states are convinced of ,
it. I know of 'no other 'development with as direct and far -reaching
implications for changing patterns in statewide 'coordination arid

. ,
meat;governance as-this, It would seem to meep that governors and legislatures.

are convinced that one can no longer plan for any segment of the post-" .

secondary education ',community, -including public' higher-education,
without taking the range of postseCondar_y_educatiori.intO;account. .

..-

If anything, the response to the limited funding under the State Student
Incentive Grant Program,was even more phenomenal. Fifty -one states and,
territories indicated interest. Twenty-eight of 'then have . existing or
ongoing studenf aid programs; eleven haveauthorized'suoh programs for
next year, Eleven more expect their legislatures to enact programs before .

-March 25, 1975. Only four states indicated that they did not intend to
inaugurate such a program at this time. As of June 1, 1974, 37 states had
actually submitted applicatiOns. Neither congress nor the administration
can complain of a lick' of interest or state responsiveness in relation.to:
either the,1202'coMmissions or the State Student Incentive Grant Program,
even though for many states each Firogram represents a neW'or modified
departure.

It wotild seem clear that whether the coordinating or governing agehcy is
the designated 1202 commission and/or the state student aid agency Or not,

) it will-Of necessity in its planning efforts have to encompass a broader scope
oollheone-hand, and recognize that aid to students is an integral part of the
state's comniitment on the other: This among other things has impl(cations'

14



10 ADMINISTRATION OF STATEWIDE SYSTEMS

forth information systems and data bases that can be used, and may call
for rei''sions'in current systems. I nformatipn currently available from some
sector of postsecondary education is either nonexistent or extremely
sketch It rpay, as I have suggested elsewhere, call fOr anew aPproachthat
does no invalidate current systems, but rathercalls for developing new and
indigeno, s° systems in segments not now Covered and then developing--
comparis ns on highe? levels of aggregation. This may hasten. the
development of achievement or competency-based. measures' of
educational progress in place of the old reliance on credits and hours as
educational counters.

This broadening of horizons in statewide planning and coordination may
also have an important meliorating or even counteracting effect on the
issues raised in the early part of this paper. It is true that as !Ong as we

,concentrate on traditidnal college-age students, the picture is one of
decreasing nu bere and the need for retrenchment, consolidation, and
curtailment. H waver, with the wider view that includes postsecondary
education stud nts of all ages past compulsory school attendance; with
increasing emph "sis on life-long learning, the picture may not be so bleak.
If state agencies and institutions begin to plan now to meet the varying
eddcational heed of students of all ages, to recognize and encourage
movement back a d forth among the sectors of postsecondary education,
to open up traditional curricula to encourage students to become involved
at appropriate stages in their own livesin other words, to meet the variety
of postsecondary education needs of the citizens of the countrythe
potential may not be nearly so limited as the.prophets of gloom suggest.
This will, however, require far clearer definition ofinstitutioyal goals, role,
and scope than has-usually been the case. It will require that coordinating
agencies concentrate far more directly on articulation among segments
thanAas been the case in the past and that all of us work together to break
down he most persistent of educational orthodoxies in the various
segments of postsecond education.

Among the many issues r aining is a very persistent question that is likely
to be heightened by most f the trends we have been considering. This is an
old question in a new guis . Will not the trends we have been dfscussing,
both the constricting and the broadening trends, lead to greater
centralization, control, and homogenization of postsecondary education?
First, I would like t$ divide the question. I think the question of
homogenization as it relates to and coordinating agencies, even to
consolidated governing-boards, is a red herring. Thathomogenization has
occurred in higher education May be undeniable, but those who fear
homogenization forget that it occurred not under the influenCe of
coordinating boards but in the period of competition for students in the 50s
and early 60s, when institutions bec me progressively selective in their
attempts to copy each other. i's well docbinented by Jena; and
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Reisman, Thp major thrust of coordinating and planning agencies has been,
if anything, in-the opposite directionthat is, in the directiOn of attempting
to work with institutions in defining role and sigpe to preserve their
uniqueness and their contribution to the higher education 'scene

The question of centralization is a different one,Planning and 000rdination
require both information and decision making. In his concern about the
impact of management and information systems, Earl Cheit states, "PoWer
goes with information. As information goes to higher levels -in the
organization, the power to decide and the practice of deciding goes there
too."5 As on the one hand the decisions become tough and on the other, the
horizon in which inforrnation is needed broadens, there is a danger of
increased centralization. But there are .counteracting factors and there Isla
third and more dangerous alternative that should not be overlooked. First
the counteracting factors: neither planning nor coordination can
"effective-for long if the process does nbt include the integral involve nt of
the institutions and agencies plInned for. If there is any clear meSSage from
the Education Commission of the States' Task Force on Coordination,
`Governance and Structureeit is this. Library shelves are lined with plans that
wera,never implemented because they were devised in the abstract. One of
the aims or goals of planning is to help develop the consensus which makes
implementation possible; this cannot be done without the participation of
the-units or institutions or systems planned,for. This is one fiery important
side of the picture and the state agency that overlooks this is headed for self -
destruction. "

The other side of the picture is that centralization in relation to the overview
is frequently also accompanied by the recognition pf the importance of
decentralization, both for effective segmental development in the planning
process and in implementation. The wise state agency is likely to recognize
that the task is too large to be carried out wholly centrally even with
institutional involvement. Accordingly, a number of states have already
begun to move in the direction'Of creating planning and implementation
regions within the state. At least nine statesCon nestiOut, Illinois, Indiana,
'Michigan, Minnesota, New York, Pennsylvania, Tennessee and Virgin-
ia-have moved to some degree in the direction of encouraging or creating
planning regions. This may well be a trend that will increase and perhaps,
should increase. So long as the central agency does effectively coordinate
the planning in the regions, such centralization may mean thal planning is
closer to The institutions planned for and more fully involves them, In one
state, a radical reorganiiation was proposed that would have divided
institutions internally and set up regional governing agencies. In such a

6Cheit, pp. 20-21.

't)
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case, the cure would have been worse than the irnagined d+Sease and the
plan was rejected.

A0ainst concern for over-centralization, as real and legitimate as it is,
however, should be placed the third alternati4 This third alternative is not
just a figment of imagination. This is the alternative which would take
planning and coordination out of the hands of an agency primarily
responsible for and usually representative of postsecondary education, and
lodge it directly in the lel islative og executive branch of government;r in a
planning agency for all state affairs for whom education is only einother
competing pribrily. With the development of mole extensive legislative and
state budget office staffs, if the postseconAry education community is not
able to work effectively with a postse ondary education agency, this is a
real alternative.

The patterns, the problems, an e scope of statewide coordination have
changed radically frdin the p iod of the 60s. One of the fascinating and at
times frustrating asp4cts statewide planning and coordination is the
constantly shifting nat r f the task. We are in a different world today. The
stakes in successful pl ning and Coordination are high. We have an oppor-
tunity not only to-divert disaster but also, in Zooperation with the wider post --
3econdery educ tion omm,uniiy, to help develop the kind of post-
secondary'ed ation s \stem which will meet the needs of students of all
ages durin e last 2 decades of this century.

17
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Chapter 2 .

ORGANIZING STATE SYSTEMS
FOR MAXIMUM EFFECTIVENESS

Fred F. Harcleroad
Professor and Head, Department of Higher Edu Hon,

University of Arizona

The organic political institutions of our democratic societ abhcAraCuums.
Our constantly changing social needs require continu us ada tation of i_
institutional forms in order to eliminate vacuums and me t changi gscicial
demands, Persons responsible for these changing instit ions mo e rapidly
to fill any vacuums of responsibility, power, or orga iation r uired in
order for governmental operations of all types to be per ormed eff ctively.

This paper highlights two developments which ma be helpfu in con-
.

sidering future adaptations in the organization and ad in istration f higher
education. First, statewide coordinating or gov rning boa ds with
educationally oriented staffsin place of remote, hid en officials n distant,
offices of diversified state agenciesare moving gradually to making
critical decisions about higher education. Second, flanges taking place in
organization and administration of multiunit busi ess organizations may
provide some leads to the most eff ctive assignm nt of responsibilities to
coordinating boards and to individu I higher education institutiona. Bah of
these aspects, if carefUtly developed, can lead to o timum use of resources
and maximum oppottintty within our society fo the higher edUcatiori
services needed. ''.7;;'; ,)

I

First, higher education during the past quarter of a century, noW defined
more broadly than,et any time in previous history, provides a prime example
of power vacuums filled in unfortunate ways. By the middle 1950s, the
increasing proportion of state budgets going into higher education caused
numerous dislocations in previously existing funding patterns and
relationships between state government and the various institutions or
systems of institutions in the differeht states, McConnell pinpointed the
major problem which he developed as a result of executive budget and the

13

18.
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14_y ADMINISTRATION OF STATEWIDE SYSTEMS

increasing power of state departments bf administration, finance, and/or
budget. In his introduction to Lyman Glehny's classic study pf coordination,
The Autonomy'of Fublic.Colleges, McConnell wrote:

If coordination is not exercised by formal or voluntary bodies created for the purpose,
it will be effected by external agencies. The two most likely outside sources are
legislatures (in making appropriations or in establishing new institutions) and state
departments of finance. Legislatures find it increasingly difficult to resolve com-
petitive claims for financial support. State departments of finance are usually pleased
to take over the Coordinating function. . -Deficiencies in the procedures of the
educational institutions themselves present .an open invitation to state budget
officers to intervene in,their affairs-(quitelegally in most instances, probably). These
deficiencies include failure of public institutions to support their requests for
legislative support with objeCtive data where possible, aggressive competition of
institutions for public funds, lack of systematic administrative procedures, and
inefficient planning and use of plant and facilities. Because of such shortcomings,
institutions have lost autonomy by default, and the best way for them to avoid further
external control by .executive agencies is to improve their own administrative
operations. But this, it must be admitted, may not forestall undesirable incursions by
finance departments. . . . There is no assurance that the officials who exercise these
detailed and rigid controls are competent to make and impose educational policy.
And make and impose educational policy they often do by their financial decisions.'

At the same time McConnell and Glenny were studying "autonomy," the
COmmittee on Government and Higher Education, chaired by Milton
Eisenhower and directed by Malcolm Moos, completed, its study on "The
Campus and the State" and published The Efficiency of Freedbm, which
basically dealtwith the same problem and emphasized the-fppursion of state
officials into The operation of higher educational institutions. The report
also emphasized the change'from decentralized institutionaloperations to
highly centralized state administration. This livat.based on the fact that:

the conviction has spread that efficiency demands a tightly knit system of
adininistrative centralization, with direction and control imposed from above. The
practice of this philosophy of centralization has pointed implications for the
traditional. independence Of state colleges and univorsities. ManyIttate officials
believe that institutions of higher education should be brought under; the state's
system of uniform administration. Influential state officers argue that if central
controls can be applied successfully to such activities as highways, conservation,
and other regular state programs, they are equally valid fophigher education. Beyond
question, centralized budget-Making is the most powerful of the devices created as
instruments of central tontro1.2

'Lyman A. Glenny, Autonomy of Public Colleges: The Challenge of Coordination
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1959), pp. xiii-xiv.

2Committee on Government and Higher Education, The Efficiency of Freedom
(Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1959), p. 11.
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The reporcgoes on to point out that the ."real decision-making power
resides at some remote spot in the state bureaucracy"3and emphasizes that
"public officials who may be ill-equipped tcrInake edlicationatdecis ions are.
moved into a position where they governMigher education without bearing
any visible responsibility for its success or failure."' A problem of great
Concern was the preaudit by administrative officials after the legislative
decision to make hinds available. This study recommended lump sum
appropriations, or lacking lump sum appropriations, it pressed for flexibility
in the use of funds, allowing transfers between categories in the budget. The
Moos study emphas ized that the most critical problems In the recent past
two decades (the 1940s and 1950s) related not only to the budget and pre -
audits but also to centralized purchasing, statewide personnel controls, and
skate building program controls.

Fortunately, in the 15 years since these two major studies were published, in
some of the most centralized situations (states), great expansion has taken
place in the numbers of statewide coordinating commissions or governing
boards. These have been .widely developed, and state departments of
administration or finance reluctantly, and gradually have transferred some
powers to these agencies. Recent impOrtant analyses of these problems
indicate the major changes that have taken place and provide
recommendations for improved institutional arrangements in the future. In
April 197t, the Carnegie Commission made a series of recommendations on
coordination and planning, emphasizing the coordinating agency as a
"buffer and cocpmunicator"5 between the institutions and legislative or
executive agencies. At the present time, 47 of the 50 states and the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico have legislatively or constitutionally
established agencies responsible for statewide coordination, planning,
and/or governance of higher % education in their states. Twenty of these
agencies have governing responsibilities and 27 basically are coordinating
agencies. In the same year (1971) G.lenny, Berdahl, Palola, and Paltridge
provided a handbpok with guidelines for practice in state coordination and
governance. Where the previous long-term trend had been toward
coordinating boards they had noted the sudden reversal in several states
toward statewide governing boards. Utah, West Virginia, Maine, North
Carolina, and Wisconsin, a widely diversified group of states, have moved in
this direction. Other states tended to strengthemthe control responsibilities
of their coordinating boards.
These cherries, all designed to make more effective use of limited

;resources, provide for important educatiofial judgments, particularly

'Ibid., p. 12.

'Ibid.
'Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, The Capitol and the Campus (New
York: McGraw-Hill 1,971y

'
p. 30.
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16 ADMINISTRATION OF STATEWIDE SYSTEMS

regarding planning activities, to be mide. by educationally oriented
professionals rather than Ot.creaucrats in ' distant executive and
administrative offices of the state. ,

g..., .

Finally, in 1973, the Education Commission of the States, in its analysis of
coordination, gOvernance and structure of postsecondary education, rade
a number of strong recommendatiOns Vicluding/ .

/ - -
that each state del Is of authority of coo inatior) and .govern .fice, and
develop state pia s sugges ing.,1evels of decisio making consistent ith those
authorities. Wh ever fe ble in accordance w h effective statewid planning,

ecisions s uld be made as- close to the 6 erational levels as ossible. An
appropri e balance, which again may vary from tate to state between en tralization
and dece ralizAtion and between control and autonomy, is,essential fdr sufficient
fiexibilfty to eet changing conditions on boti institutional arid-statewide levels."8

The ECS report provided three poSsibile pat erns dealing with the level of
decision making for higher educati n between state government, the
coordiriating or the governance eleme and the 'institution. Each of the"--...,.
three possible models for the distribution of p wer and responsibility moves ------..,,,,,,..
away from final decision making on educational Matters by executive and
legislative functionaries.

The second major point of this paper relates to documented change in
multiunit American companies. Of course, the caveat must be made that
edticational institutions have markedly different basic purposes than
American profit-making corporations:Nevertheless, organizational theory
in the operation of large sophisticated' bUsiness Rrganizations .hie many
similarities to organizational theory in the develodIng state systems of post-
secondary education. Since large-scale business Organizations developed
much earlier than most of the groupings of pottsecondary institutions,
advantages and disadvantages which have been proven over the years may
furnish valuable insights which can be helpful in providing optimal patterns
of organization in systems of postsecondary education.

Comparisons between effective' business organizations and effective
systems of postsecondary educational institutions may be helpful to
boards, legislators, governors, and other state executives in making
ultimate decisions regarding the best manner in which to establish systems
of postsecondary, education within their states. Glenny has stated that it
is"ironic that the higher education community that slavishly copied models
of industrial corporation governance and control in the pastoshould ignore

°Education Commission of the States, CoordYnation or Cha s? Report of the Task
Force on Coordination, Governance and. Si ucture of Postsecondary Education
(Denver: Author, 1973), p. 1Q5.
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current corptrate patterns of decentralization into major and at times
competing segments, especially of corporate conglomerates."'

The "multicorripanies," which include many of the best managed large
corporations in the United States and the conglomerates which have
developed since World War II, have valuable exberience which may proVe io

- quite useful as higher education moves into its new developing
organizational forms.

Mani,' of the mu aibompanies, or multiunit companies as.they are sometimes
described, have developed decentralized forms of organization which have
been strikingly successful. Alfred P. Sloan, Jr., writing abopt this idea, said
that "the concept . . . goes by the oversimplified name of decentralization,
The General Motors type of organizationco-ordinated in policy and
decentralized in administrationnot only has worked well, for us, but also
has become standard practice in a large part of American industry." He
further emphasized that:ihe last necessary key tp decentralization with co-
ordinated control . .. was the concept that if we had the means to review
and Judge the- effectiveness of operations we could safely leave the
prosecution of those operations to the men in charge of them."9 Since the
1920s when Sloan first developed this decentralized model, it has become
widely used, particularly during the last 25 years, by such interesting
examples as Textron, one of the major leading companies in this category,
Interco; Jim Welter Corporation, Safeway Stores, General Electric,
McGraw-Edison, Koppers, and Amfac. All of these companies are large,
diversified, and spread out geographically. In terms of pressincome per
year, 'all of them are large and some are quite large:

Company LI Annual Income ,

Textron $1.9 billion
Interco 1.1 billion
Jim Walter Corp. 1 billion,
McGraw-Edison 825 million
AM fac 750 minion
Safeway Stores 7 billion
Gegeral Electric 11.5 billion .

612 millionK r?'S'

'Lyman A. Glenny, Robert 0. Berdahl, Ernest G. Palola, and James G. Paltridge,
Coordinating Higher Education in the 70s (Berkeley: University-of California, 1971),
P. 3.

°Alfred P. Sloan, Jr, My Y :rs with General Motors (Garden City, N.Y.:Doubleday,
1972), p. xv.

9lbid., p. 159.
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All of those companies share the decentralized, mode of operation and, in
many cases, are highly successful in their operation, in great contrast to
centralized 'Competitors. For .example, Interco has been extremely
successful in',,,contrast to Gepesco, a comparable size "centralized
organization which had declining, rofits for 4 years and a huge lots during
the past year.'° Safeway Stores wi h its decentralized system of operation
has been highly successful, while t e comparable size Great Atlantic and
Pacific Tea Company has been described as "close to being a corporate
disaster."" 'N

Ail of these successful decentralized mUlticompanias havecharacteristics
which are common to their method of operatic:in. First, they have relatively
small central office staffs, Interco, for example, has only 40 employees op its
?otal headquarters' staff; Textron has a headquarters ,staff of 135. In
essence, many of these multicompanies are described as "federations" with
relatively flat organizational design.

Jim Walter Corporation is even described as having a system orcollegial
management,",2 a form designed to "create a sense of common purpose
and mutual interest that will motivate and encourage initiative. . . ."13 The

method of operation is described as follows:

Middle mana ers have complete authority over their optrations. The corporate
executives d not issue directives. Instead, the initiative in sbeking advice flows up
from, and acr ss, all lower levels of managemenl. And because the corporate staff's
role is to pro ide counsel rather than issue orders, managers feel free to speak up,
whether they have problems or ideas."

Although c ntral office functions vary somewhat among the organizations,
there are s me common. characteristics besides small size of the central
office 'staff, which can be instructive for the planning of other large,
diversified, and geographically- distributed organizations, such as state
systems of higher education.

Central offices in a decentralized system are responsible for the
developmenecif overall policy, for master planning, often for large capital
costs, and for fiscal controls..Executive structures are streamlined ft,
faCilit to fast decision making on important policy iss,ueSiwhich do have to

ussed with ce I ffices. However, operating decision making on
a

1'Business Week, June 8, 1974, p. 40

"Forbes, May 15, 1974, p. 78.

'2Fortune; March 1973, pp. 196-203.

'3Ibid., p. 115.

',Ibid., p. 117.
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important issues is placed at the divisional level. One o Textron's company
presidents has.been quoted as saying, "Real happiness with Textron is the
way Providence (the headquarters office) manages, which is to say without
interference. Other than, that we are left alone. It is a . lot different from
Litton and others I have bumped into."15 Typically, the presidents of the
internal companies of a multicompany meet monthly as an operating board.
Monthly reporteare filed %OM, the central office, with quarterly visits by the
senior centre / office staff too the operating divisional company. Central
manageme is normally by "exception".rather than by standard, required
procedure handbooks. The hands-off "decentralizatioh" serves as a
motivato to the individual institution

Among the most important proce ural responsibilities assigned to separate
units/are the following: (1) There is local planning of the goals, programs,
and alternative possibilities, which are submitted along with the fiscal plan
to e central office. Objectives for the near-term and the long-term are
worked out cooperativ y, and these objectives are used as the basis for
later evaluation ,thr gh analysis and auditing. (2) The units normally
Maintain their o accounting; personnel, and payroll systems and
records. (3) In ddition,, they do their own purchasing. (4) They conduct
their own minor construction programs. (5) They operate their own
"production" facilities, set local standards of achievement, and establish
internal procedures needed to achieve them.

Same large companies, of course, operate on a centralized and far more
authoritarian basis, and with considerable effectiveness. For example,
Northwest Industries with Ben W. Heineman as president (formerly
president of the Illinois Board of Higher Education) was basically run from
the. central office and by the president. Although his operation was
described as "one-man rule,"" he stated that his philosophy was "strong
decentralization of day-to-day operations and very strong controls over
goals, planning, and capitaltexpe_nstitures," and further that "if the
conglomerate entity has a genuine goal, it is based on a rigorous theory of
diversification coupled with management in the interest of the individual
companies,"" Thus, in spite of its strong centralized structure, Northwest
Industries still provides decentralized operation based on 4-yearplans with
a formal annual budget reviewed 3 times a year.

With the increasing tize and diversification at the igher education
enterprise and the strong Movement toward coordination r goyernance by
multiinstitution governing boards and headquarte offices, the
decent ized pattern of these successful companies ma well Serve as a

',Business Weel, October 7, 1972, p. 67.

16Business Week March 26, 1973, p. 60.
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,
model to be followed/by legislators and boards of trustees. In making the
ultimate decisions regarding actual methods of policy determination and
operation, the evidence. over the last 50 year from these multiunit
companies sho,uld be extremely helpful in dete mining the levels of
educational debision making, providing for operation I autonomy in higher
educational institutions, and thus making the most effective use of the
resources provided for these critical social institu ns.

25
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Chapter 3 1

k

fiFFECTING CHAN E IN STATE SYSTEMS:
THE ANALYTIC U E OF INFORMATION

.7

John .

Vice Pre ;ldent, Academy r Educational Development
Chancellor Emeritus, Ohio Board of Regents

/

In order to discuss the analytic use 4f information, two definitions must be
presented and understood: (1) a def ition of "effecting change" and (2) a
definition of postsecondary educate ri,

The assumption in this discussion is thttt the primary objective in the use of
a data structure is to effect change. If this objective Is indeed the pUrpose in
accumulating a data base, then a stat wide board of igher education must
have some Idea of the changes hich it w' hes to effect. Various.
possibilities exist for various kinds of changechange which may be desirable in a

ristate system of higher education. So e of these possible changes will be
considered later. Here, the point i that' an information structure is
develoPed to serve some very definite objectives,-and that these objectives
need to be known before there can be any assurance that our data collecting
and analytical efforts will meet our perceived requirements.

.

The oth' r preliminary comment concerns the uses of this word
"postseco dary." As ark individual who haS devoted all but 4 years of his

rofessional life to the c use of higher education, I must confess a c rt In
easiness \and discomt rt with the use of this term, "postse ndary." I

thi k I understand the motivation In this thrust for a larger or roader
defin ion of educated beydnd the high school. On the one hand, t ere is a
desire o enc urage y uth tip think in terms of education other than that
provide by t e tradit onal Collegiate sector, or as I prefer, the higher
education- ect r. On t the other hand, there is also present a desire to limit

-,..___
the expanse n 'Of higher education, either because there are too many
disappointments ahead for some youth as higher education becomes
universally availa `b le or because higher education is considered beyond the

, abilities of all yout . WithOut exploring these motivations here, I wish only to,
Wl,
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emphasize that w.herl we ex pand ourarea of concern from higher education'
to postsecondary education;we had better know what our motivations are.

o.

Four impPrtant considerations must pie discussed: (1) the desirability, of
economy in an' information system; (2) the Possible uses Of information;
(3) the irrational fear of information within our institutions of higher
education; (4) some speculation about the changing circurristarresin .

information use.
I

, '

There is, I beli,eve, such a thing in higher education as too .much
inforrfiation, especially at the level of a state board of .hlgher education. I
believe this generalization because I have seen it happen -in at leaSt two
states, and it -may well have happened rn others. Thanks to the marvels Of
electronic data. procega-ing, almost any kind of quantitative information can 0

'be provided in overwhelming detail by most.coilegea and universities,B.Ui
let us.., not deceive ourselves into thinking that data collection and

N-transmission are.inexpensive, and let ud avoid .the trapofttrinking-that_t_he..
more 'r2f.s. ormatiOn Ave have the better will etiurdeCisions. ti

A

The f irstessentielinan lnforma n syttem is arc analytical frarneyvork, an
u'nderstandin9 of just what forination we need for a particular purpose
and, of how we intend td use the information: If we have an analytical
framework, and if we arer,sure that the framework AS usable for. decision-
making purpdses, then we can achieve some economy in our in fbrrnatio
collection and analysis. There is no point in having informatiOn just for the
sake ofinfor'mation. What we want in State managernent is the infOrrhation
we need for state dedision making, and what we want ism/chink:inflation in
a usable form.

../ ,

46 .

' Here it is important to- emphasize the difference betv,veeh management
in fOrmation and pOlicY information. Ifthere is indeed such a difference, then

,. ,/
the information requirements r a management administrator will be

..

different from those for a do licy admin istrator. Thusa state board of higher
education which, is a planning,and,cobrdinating adericyvvill have needs for
information somewhat -different' from thcise appropriate to a statewide

,governing board. 7 -

When r became chancellor for the Ohio Board of Regents,in 964, I was
convinced4hat the boardneeded just asoon as possiblea master plan and
a uniform information system. The board Members agreed indeed, they
had commissioned a master ,plan study 6 months before I became
chance)lor. This study, completed 6 months later, was of inestimable value,
in the rife master plan and in the i?rosecution of the planning
rale or the Ohio Boeiti of RegehtS.Ihe head or auniform Mforrn,htibh

' system was two-frisid:t0 provide dataabout instructional programs essential
to assessprogress in the accomplishmentathernaster plan,and to provide ,-
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.

, the basis for the budget authority of the board. Thus the uniform
information system was coOstructed within- a mutually reinforcing
analytical fratmeWork:,a fremewor f program experience and a framework
for the analysis Of resource-a mation.

FOrtunately, the development of our uniform information system in 1965
had been preCeded by at least 5 years of discussion and data gathering
carried on by the presidents of the six state universities in Ohio and their
staffs. The board of regents did not start from a zero base of information or
of purpose. The needs had already.been well defined and the data base td
meet these needs Was in process of development. The board of regents built
upon an earlier experience and a felt sense of need. .

The second concern regarding the uses of information is important here:
What a state board of higher education needs to know depends upon what it
expects to do. In Ohio ins1196, there were two basic objectives, for the board
of regents...pne objective was to.provide the instructional programs and the
requisite Physical facilities to meet the "demands of the tidal wive of
students. The other objective Was to 'achieve an equitable ba;is for the
distribution of current operating appropriations and capital improvement
appropriations among the various state-supported campuses. With-time
and experience the second objective was formulated in somewhat Proader

o terms: to establish a minimum base of needed resources for each state-
supported campus. It was necessary to come to this broader otirective when
it became apparent that the size of the instructional, fees charged to
students was a policy deo-mph 'Which the governor and the general
assembly Wished-ter-make during the appropriation process.

... Theyirlm informatiOn systern was not too difficult or too formidableto-'
esign andlb implement when we were certain about the uses tube made of

the" information provided. We wanted enrollment 4ta by various
instructional programs in order to determine student el mend and 'to
measure this dprhand against social needs for educated ent We wanted
data about enrollment, staffing, and costs in order to ablish a baiic cost
requirement for various instructional programs andt6 ensure the provision/ /
ofthese cost requirements through the appropriatiorraction of the governor
and general assernby. The infbrmation collec d-wausable and was used
This fact was an essential reassurancelo J theajate-supported colleges
and .universities. This fact was also a guaraf tee of a Certain economy in our
data collecting and inalyticaractivitie

1 f.
To be sure, no information' syst= can be entirely =static, because as
informationuseS chande, so will i formation requirerentS,Change. A good
illustrationr1s our experience i' Ohio with a student financial assisynce
program. When the Ohio Boa of Regents began to Operate in 1963-64, the
development of a sfate-wid student aid endeavor was not corgemplated, or

o
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at least was not a matter of top priority. As a consequence, the board of
regents had not collected any, data ab6ut the family income levels of
students enrolled in public institutions othigher education. We knew a great
deal about the geographical origins of our students; we knew nothing about
their socioeconomibstatus. The issuerof family intone became important
in 1969 when the whole subject of instructional charges to students became
a major political issue.

When the: 1969 -71 biennial budgetas under consideration in Ohio, the
need for More income to support higher education programs could be met
in only one of two ways. One vPay was to increase state taxes and so raise
additional revenue; the other way was to increase the,charges to students.
The governor was reluctant to recommend additional taxes at that time and-
so was inclined taward an increase in Studentinstructional fees. The board
Of regents wes willing to endorse an increase in fees,*but on lylf at the same
time the state government would adopt a student aid program so that none- ,
of the increase would fall uppn any undergraduate stuctent from a family
below the median family income in the state.

The first problem obviously was to know how many students a student aid
program would have to assist, and so to calculate the costs of various kinds
of student aid, arrangements. The Ohio Board of Regents had no such
information, and the state universities -professed that they had no such
information. We eventually obtained the information, but we had to acquire
it froni an outside agency. I might add here that the information provided
proved to be remarkably accurate, and that in subsequent years We
continued to rely on this outside agency for family income data. Our budget
predictions were quite accurate, and we were content to depend on this
external source of infor'ination.

Another example of use of information oCcurfed in 1965, when the Ohio
Board of Regents decided it would be desirable tocollect data about the age
of students enrolled in various instructional programs. We wan ed to know
the propensity of students to enroll in particular programs by a e groups
and to determine any trends in such enrollment:But these data ecame
especially useful when the selective service law was amended to eliminate
deferments for studentS after they had received their baccalaureate. You
will recall that there was Widespread panic thereafter among cleans of
graduate schoo-lsand of graduate professional:schools:It was-widely said
that g aduate enrollments and graduate professional enrollmentslother
than i "t e health professions) would be reduced by one-half or more..

In Ohio we ere fortunate to have data about the ageof every single student
4hrollecl by .rogram in every state-supp'ojted college and uniVersity. We
foclnd4hattwo irds of all our graduate and graduate professional students
were ,p er 26,31n were unaffected by the amendment of the selective
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Service law. With experience we learned that the impact of the amendment
was to reduce enrollments by a good deal less than one-third, fora variety of
reasons.

Third, fear of information does exist within many colleges and universities. I
must confess to a considerable lack of sympathy with this fear, but have no
doubte about its existence. Faculty members display this fear, butso also do,

;' administrativeofficials. The eituation seems to arise from a concern about
how information witi_be used. Faculty members fear that data about -the
costs of instructional 'piograms jn relation' to enrollment will lead to the
abolition of courses, and even.of faculty positionCtaculty members want
increased salaries, Put they are opposed to the use of econOrnIc or cost data
to determine. the value of particular bourses, particular subjects, and
particular degrees. Faculty in large part are not willing to accept the
proposition that enrollments should be related. to employment
opportunities. And facyltyMembers insist that research and pdblic service
are outputs of the educational enterprise gist as important as the instruction
of students. They are accordingly fearful that information data will lead to a
curtailment of their research ad public service interests.

FQr their-part.administrators are fearp that a-greatk flow of data.will lead
to increased interference by state governments and by fedeOlgovernmeht
agencies with the autonomy Of their enterprises. Every administrator is
convinced that in some subtle, ways the college or university he'or she,
serves is different from any other college or that this difference is
of great value, and that it is threatened by inocreased information. In
addition, administrators are concerned about the increased costs of the
data reporting requirements .bring placed upon them. I know, of one
university president who t isYear ordered that no response would.be made
to any request for f ormation about the university'which was not
accompanied by a eCk approximately equal to the expense of providing
the data. Adm.i trators have noted that every time a new government \agency beco es involved with higher education, it begins its work by
sending out a questionnaire or a form to be filled out. Adm inistrators worry
about Weuse of information by politicians and other's Who know little about
the intricacies, thebuSfoms, and the attitudes of the academic cogimunity.
Administrators perceive the world in Which, they live as threatening, and,
they see an increased flow of informatiOn as a mg to rather than reducing
those threats.

,

flecently, one tate university president resigned his office with a statement
to the effe that he thought one of his greatest mistakes was giving too
much information to the facUlty and to the student body. As he built an
"open access" to the financing and other problems of the state university,
greater and greater anxiety about the future appeared among faculty
members and students. These anxieties expressed themselves in hostile

ce4,

"
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\
actions of various kinds which made management of the university

' increasingly difficult, if not impossible. In still another university, a privat
' one, I have found a full and frank disclosure of all available informati y

the adM in istration to the un iversity senate, but in turn this disclosur as led
to long and inconclusive debate about the action implications a the data.

It does 'little good for those not current respon e for campus
administration to belittl or to ignore these fe rs. The are real and cannot
be dismissed as unrea enable or unjustifi d. W; must recognizq thEise
fears, ao all can to ca rn\toem and certainly e =rythirlg possible to avoid
adding to them. Thesti utio f higheredu ion in the United States is in

'A current state of shock. he shoe may b: uture shock, or shock because
the future arrived sooner' han expe t, But the shock is here, and we must
deal with it,as best we c n. \
Finally, It erna ize several 'Wings about possible changing
circumst nces tri-thia us of information. Obviously the most important
changed circumstance the enroll ent decline being experienced by
many c lieges, and un l e
that they lack- the information to expia:in what has happened and is

changed /circumstance
These me institutions have discovered

s

happening. The decline in the enrollments of private colleges and
--universities is attributed to the sizable gap between the tuition charged by77 private institutions and the tuition charged by public institutions. The
decline in the enrollments of public colleges and universities is attributed to
the decline in the market demand forbollege graduates and to the cessation
of selective service. I submit that none ofi us really knows what has

\ happened, and that it would be very worthw ile to find out. Y
- '

Another changing circumstance is indeed th decline in job opportunities
for graduates of most baccalaureate and postfbaccalaureate programs. It is
all, ell and good for many of us to declare piously that the ends of higher
education are to improve our capacity to live, not to improve our Capacity te----

ake,a living. The facts are that most if notell Americans are concerned
ut making a living, and that higher education over the past 50 years or

more has appeared to bthe principal avenue to making a better living than
our parents did. It is juit possible that higher education will not again in this
century, and maybe, not again in the next century, be the same avenue to s, RR

social mobility tha't it has been in the past. If this should indeed come to
pass, higher education faces some further rude shocks.

I must confess to a certain wry amusement as I note 4-year public
institutions now embracing technical education and awarding 2-year
associate degrees in applied science in such fields as the business,
engineering, health, and public service technologies. Ten years ago many a
faculty member or faculty committee informed me with emotional outrage
that technical education was beneath the dignify of higher education.
Apparently, our higher education sense of dignity is undergoing change.

31
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Yet another change is more subtle but nonetheless real. We have not yet
begun to define the meaning of equal opportunity within higher education.
If you have not read, the 1973 report of the CEEB panel on financing low-
ihcome and minority students inOgher education, I strongly urge you to do
so. Many of us have thought equal. opportunity largely in terms of
lowering the economic barriers to access-to higher education. Presumably
the objective was to ensure that Students above the median or some other
point in academic ability shopld have access to higher education,
regardless, of socioeconomic status.

If I read correctly what many of our black frtiends are now telling us, this
particular objective is not enough. We must find ways to increase the
,academic ability of low income and minority students. For example, I am
hearing increasecktiscussion about retention rates of var4ous students ip
higher education. It is obvious that we are going to have to have more
extensive and intensive inicirmation about retention rates thanwe have had
in the past. And we are going to have to know more about the reasons for
differential retention rates among students, especially byability level and by
race or ethnic background. Out minority.friends wilt not be satisfied with
something less than equality in retention rates-among all students.' The-
implication, of this position is .one we have ndt begun to worry about yet,
either6tat the information level or at the policy level.

We are experiencing changing circumstances in the size of instructional
programs and in the size of carry bus units. As higher education becomes
more sxpensive, we shall find more and:more prbgrams too small to justify
their economic cost, and more and more campuses too small to justify the

j:iexpense of their o eration . The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education
suggested some tandards for minimum and maximum size of institutions
without stating th basis for thesestandards. Some state boards of higher
educatiorfare be inning to establish standards for the minimum size of an
instructional pro ram, especially at the graduate level. We are going to have

(to give greater a ention than before to this question of size, and we shall
need precise inf rmatjon and some new analytical tools when we begin to
make decisions bout what is and is not a viable enrollment or expenditure
size for individu I campuses. =

4,, ,
I: 1

I do not preten to be able to foresee, let alone forecast, III,the Various
changes"which ay be ahead for state systems of higher eduCatiOn. I am
convinced that t ere are changes now in process, and that there will be still
further change in the years ahead. And I am convinced that whatever the
substantive ch nges may be, change in information structures will be an
accompanying! event. is analytical tools improve, we shell need
refinements or xpans ions in our data inputs. As policy issues become more

'Complex and ore difficult to resolve, we shall need both better analysis
and additional data.
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It is reasonable also to e.xpetor that there must continue to be a certain
economy in data collection., and analysls.. The prospective uses of
infor'mation iII dictate information activity, and fears about information
use will perSis .,Stale boards of higher education Will need to be mindful of
these concern ven as changes occur in our state-systems of higher
education.

It has been said that ours is a knowledge sosiety. InformatiOn gathering,
processing, and analyz,ing are essential ingredients of a knowledge society.
They are also essential ingredients of a higher education,endeavor seeking
to serve a knowledge society. In a social institution dedicated to knowledge .
and rational behavior, higher education should be leading the way in the
effective use of knowledgefnot resisting the turn of events. And that surely
is the biggest change of all to be effecte,d ,in state ,systems of higher
education.

0

0
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Chapter 4

INFORMATION RESOURCES AND STATE PLANNING
FOR EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY ,

John K. Fo Igor
Tannesses Higher Education Commission,

. -."1,

What do w need to know to plan for the achievement of equality of
educations opportunity? This importarit goal of our statewide educational
efforts can be discussed at a specific, practical level and is one of the most
important current state-level planning. Problems...,

ome geneial observetiqm about the relation of data to the planning
process are `pertinent. M'ost information is collected for administrative or .
management purposes. Students are registered, grddes are awarded, fees
are paid, and budgets are managed; all of theseand other operations in the
bureaucratic process generate records and reports. The larger the
organization, in.general, the more bureaucratic it becomes and the more

. administrative records it generates. Public bureaucracies tend to generate
more formal records than private bureaucracies. The trends of the last 3
decades have been toward.bigger institutions, the rise of public systems of
institutions, and a concomitant increase in administrative repOrtiqg and
record keeping.; .

Planning and policy making in the past have been decentralized and quite
: 'informal. Higher - education is organized in a decentralized way with Most

irnpbrtant decisions made- at the institutional level, or even within the
institutions at the departmental, and school level. The need for data for
planning has not been very great. Recently, administrative data has
expandedapidly, and a large part of the information used inplanning has
been,,,dn'd is, generated for administrative purposes.

44 .-

When we try to develop poliCies in higher eduCation, the usual process isto
'take available information, most of which is ,generated for management
purposes, and do the besf "can to reach some policy co: Plusions. This

,,.. ,
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pragmatic approach to -planning and panty making has typified most
organizations in American. society, and it certainly fits higher education.

In the,last couple of decades there has been more attention to planning at all
levels, but especially at the state level. People also have been concerned
about the information needed for more effective policy making, butthese
new intereste, still tend to be subordiriete,to theattministrative-dateneeds

nd d systems. The hope is that the data we already have will be adequate
planning purpOses, and that we will not need to createyet another

expensive data collection system just fcIr planning and policy making. This
leads to an add-on approach to data for planning. In the examples to be
presented, this will be evident. Thy add-on approach, however, has serious
weaknesses, and as.long as we are primSrily dependent upon it, we are likely
to be planning and making policies with inadequate information.

a

To determine what information we need for planning and policy making, we
must begin not with the data at hand, but with a concept or theory about the
subject for which we want to make a policy or develop a plan. For example, if
we are interested in tuition policy, we need to begin by identifying those
variables or factors that interact with and are affected by changes in tuition,
and about which we need infornsation. Once we have specified the factors
we think affect tuition poll y, then we can specify theinformation we need
about each of them. me of this information may come from the
administrative data syst m, but if the information needed isn't available, the
outline will indicate what else we' need to know in order to develop it.

(

This more formalistic approach to determining information needs Is not
foolproof, but it is more likely to produce adequate plans and policies than
the pragmatic approach of taking the information we have,, and trying to %I)
make policy with it. Planning is both a political process of involvement and
consensus building, and a technical process of collecting, analyzing, and
projecting information which facilitates policy decisions. Without ignoring
the political aspects completely, this paper concentrates on the technical
part of planning: what do .we need to know, and how can we project an
adeguate picture of the future,which will be useful for policy choice?

Equality of educational opportunity is a principle to whiCh nearly everyone
subscribes. It is in the same class as motherhood and the free enterprise
system, and is one of those broad generalizations hard to oppose, hard to
define,and hard to achieve. If educational opportunity is to be available,
several conditions must be met; taken together, they constitute a definition
of .,the concept..

. 1. There most be a'systern of diverse institutions which provides a range of
programs, admissions criteria, and services appropriate to meet the
educational, needs of all,citizens.

3
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-
2. There must be a pricing system and student assistance funds which do

not price any significant number of citizens outitof the opportunity to
attE4x1 school.

3. Administrative arrangemAts and educational requirements must' be
'clear and realistic; arid rshould not constitute major barriers to
attendance. This does not mean that every student can attend any
program, because some are necessarily highly selective, but it dOes
mean that there should be programs appropriate to the capabilities of
most students:

Finally, people must believe that education is valuable and want to attend
school, at least at the post-compulsory ages. While the motivation to
attend is not a part of the 'definition of opportunity itself, it is
necessary to a utilization of opportuhities that exist. It will be affectedlay,
and interact with, the availability of opportunity, In, other words, if
opportunities are perceived at quite limited, and available only to the well-
to-do or bright, then the motivation to attend probably will be limited, too.
This point has an important bearing on the problem of measuring the
availability of opportunity and on the discussions of universal access versus
universaNattendance.

Return to the first aspect ofopportunity, the provision of a system of diverse
institutions. Thisis primarily a state responsibility, ohe the states have met
in a variety of ways. At present, no generally accepted index exists to
determine whether or not a state has provided an adequate number of
institutions of various types dispersed geographically so as to be accessible
to aft citizens. Warren Willingham tried to measure access state by state, by
constructing a commuting radius around each institution that met other
criteria of low cost and relatively open Selectivity.' The results were
interesting, but the analytis had several flaws. The commuting radiuses
were arbitrary, and were unrealistically small in the large metropolitan
areas. In addition, the study failed to Assess the residential student
opportunities which_in many states may be a lower cost 'alternative than
commuting, as well as the extent to which some institutions with restrictive
admissions also had open access programs.

,,;
The Carnegie Commission also /studied the institutional 'system and
recommended additional community colleges and urban piiblic colleges
for states and metropolitan areas, By implication, if states provided the
additional oppor4Mities recommended, there would be an institutional
systern adequate to meet the needs of the citizens ofmost, if not all, states.

'Carnegie Commission, NeW Students and New Places (New York: McGraw Hill;
1971), Table 6,,OpO84-135.
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The matter is not that simple though, because the distribution of different
types of institutions interacts with the costs of attendance and the
availability of stu,deot aid in providing.a set of conditions which promote or

, retard attendance." Actual enrollment rates of citizens may be a better
indication of the availability of educational opportunity, but as a measure of
opportunities, this has its flaws simply because it is also a measure of
motivation. Utah has the highestratio of undergraduate residents attending,
in state., in relation to the 18- to 21-year-old population-51 percent; except
for Alaska, SOuth Carolina ha's the lowest-15 percent.' South Carolina is

/ low partly' for definitional reasons; the state had a system of vocational
schools that was not counted as part of college. Since the Carnegie

, Commission report was published, South Carolina has increased Its
percentage ,dramatically, because the vocational schools have been
redefined as a part of college. Utah, On the other hand, is high in attendance
largely because the Mormons put great emphasis on education; the
motivation for attendance is high in Utah. Aside from South Carolina,
Virginia, Nevada, Maine, and Delaware are all low in percent of college
attendance within the state by residents, althou6h sqine of them have juntas
adequate numbers and distribution of institutions in relation to population
as Utah does. Both Delaware and Nevada have high per capita income, and
low attendance cannot be attributed to IOW socioeconomic status in pose
states.

The enrollment rate is correlated with the presence or absence of
community colleges, but the relationship is not very high. Some of the states
without community college systems Nam fairly high enrollment rates, while
some with such systems (suchfisks Virginia) have low, ,enrollment -rates. lf,"

T, Clearly the Matter is complex, and the definition of "adequate provisions of
educational opportunities" is a multifaceted on,e. .

,4 p

" t

Th demi government has , iaigely liMited its role io expanding
educational opportunity to providing student aid, ,and in so doing has

. largely ignored the differences among -states in the accessibility and
adequacy of the institutional system. ThuS, federal student aid funds are
distributed ,by state in relation to population,fOrmulas and in lation toe

- institutional requests,"neither of which gives a very clear g de to the
adequacy of the institutionalostem to provide educational opportunity.

States also provide a sign if icant amount of student aid, but state programs
have not operated to- equalize the effect of federal funds in providing
expanded educational opportunity. Well-funded state student aid programs ..

have been concentrated in the high =income states such as New Yotk,
Illinois, California, Michigan,.. ,, Massachusetts, New Jersey, and
Fennsyyania. Some of these states have had underdeveloped,' public
institutional systems (Pennsylvania and Massachusetts) and needed big
student aid programs to j3rovide access to private institutions. Since the

a7
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19w- income, low-attendance-rate states in the South also wer: deficient in
student aid programs, the state programs have probably creased the
inequities in educational opportunity among the states. The OGs will help
to correct this by providing help to needy students w erever they are
located and in a relatively evenhanded way, but it remai s to be seen how
much this will equalize opportunities among the state

0

In view of the differences among states, (1) in the nu berand geogra is
distribution of institutions, (2) -in the percent of insti tions with open oOr
admiSsiOns policies, (3) in tuition rates, (4) in the e tent of cpenden e on ,
Abe prhiate sector to provide educational opportu sties, and (5) in stu nt.
aid resources, it is not surprising that attendant: rates of undergraduate
residents of the state are more than twice as hig in the top five or six states
as the rates in the bottom five or six states.

/'

Although?attendance rates vary greatly am n4 the states, the differences in
attendance rates among, different socioec nom ic groups within States are
much larger. Between 85-90 percent o the top quartile of high school
graduates in ability and family incom attend college, while about 20
percentof the graduate's in the bottom quartile in ability and family income
go to college. The lower attendance rates of the bottom quartile in academic
achievement are probably going to continufri, but when ability differences
are controlled, attendance rates of tiny socioeconomic groups are only a
little more than half of those of high socioeconomic grOups.

Any definition.of equal opportunity ought to pfovide. for elimination of
differentials due to income, even if it allows for continuation of differentiate,
due to differences in academic aptitude' and achievement.,The problem.is
that there is interaction between socioeconomic backgrckind and academic
achievement, and interaction between both_ of -these variables and the,
extent to which the state has provided'a di Terse system of-iniiitutrons. If all
postsecondary in's'titutions, rather than just collegiate institutions, are
included in ,fie measurement of/ attendance differentials among
socioeconomic groups, the differefitials will be smaller. How much smaller
will depend, on number, type, and location of postsecondary institutions
Within the state, and the motivations that have been deVeloped for
attendance.

Any information system that is adequate to guide p licy decisions in4he
field of educational opportunities must deal with all a ects ofopportunity.
Information just about attendance rates or just abou tuition levels will not
be adequate to an intelligent decision. The factors e interrelated, and all
must be considered. ' Li 4

In planninglne development of education in eac,M of our states, weeed an
information system that will provide information about the various factors

38 0
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that affect equal educational opportunity. In Tennessee, we hEnie been
developing what we call an "Educational Opportunity Monitoring System."
It includes (1) an expansion of the Ddmputerized Student Information 6

g System that to have developed for all ublic colleges-and universities,
using fhe definitions and procedures utliried by NCHEMS; (2) information
about student aid funds; and 3) d ect survey information colletted from
high school seniors.

.

the deSign of this system h been worked out by our staff with the
assistance/of the staff of The American College Testing Program and the
staff of the Tennessee ate Department of Education which has
cooperated with us, and wi input from the higher educationinstitutions in
the state.

In brief, here is the plan/for the system.
0 ,

First, a survey of 174 hig0
ract with the Higher Education Commissi n

school seniors In. Tennessee has been-
coeducted by ACT tinder conf

, and with the State Department of Education. Each high schootsenior iri t
state completed a qiiestionnaire which obtained (nformation about the if

student's personal and academic background, plans for postsecondary
education, career and jobplans, financial resources an'd plans fbr financi5g
postsecondary education, and enough identifying infor ation so that we ,
can follow up the student in the future. Nearly all of the taestions werelaken
from a set wh' hhas been developed and pretested y ACT, and which can
be packa,g in various ways, depending orr 93 interests ()lithe person
making'tt survey.

:The fate Department of Education arranged for participation by the local,
scybol systems,n:vhose cooperation was excellent. We obtained responses
fiorn between 90 and 95 percent of all of the high school seniors in the state.
A copy of the questionnaire can be furnished to any of you who are
interested.

ACT was responsible for developing and printing the questionnaire, for
supervising its distribution and administration (which was performed by the
school systems), and for 'tabulation, analysis, a preliminary report to the
sponsord, and a shorter report to each schoofsystem:This survey cost us a

'little less than $1.00 per student responding, and this low cost was possible=
partly because ACT absorbed much of the development cost in this project,
and partly because the school systemS absorbed the costs of administering
the survey. Our survey differs from those some states have Conducted 1p the
past in that we used a set of ,questions ACT had already developed and
pretested: and plan to match the survey respondents with entering
freshmen this fall in our Student Inforrtiation %%Stem.
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1

The second phase of the survey will involve the follow-up of the
respondents through the Student Information System, which provides a
computerized record on each student enrolled in the public institutions.
Some of the private institutions also participate on a voluntary basis. The
public vocational schools are also developing a computer based Student
Information System, and we plan also to match the high school senior
respondents against vocational sc ool enrollment records in the fall.

For those high school seniors who are not matched, we will draw a
subsample and follow up the students by mail and telephone surveys to find
out what they are doing. Are they enrolled in college out of state? A private
vocational school? Are they working? In the military? Married and a
housewife?

By the end of the fall term in 1974, we hope to complete the first phase of the
follow-up and prepare a report which will show what happens to the young
people who complete high school in Tennessee. This will enable us to
identify students for whom educational opportunities are inadequate and
some of the reasons for those inadequacies.

We expect to repeat this type of survey and follow-up every 2 or 3 years.
Although an annal survey would have some advantages, in view of the
costs involved and the expected stability of the outcomes from year to year,
as indicated in national surveys of this type, we think a 2- or 3-year cycle will
prove to be most,post effective, and will give us the necessary infoKmation
for planning purposes.

o

Another phase of- the .stpdy of educational opportunity deals with the
retention of students who enter the postsecondary sys)em. Our Student

_InfOrmation System is set up so that we can match students one year against
..studentslhe following year, and get information about dropout ano transfer 41,

rates within the system. In 1975, we plan to utilize this capability fo draw a
sample of the dropouts and follow up on them directly to get of reasons for
dropping out.

Still another phase of the assessment of educational opportunity will
involve follow-up surveys with a sample of graduates of each institution in
the system, We plan to begin this phase in 1975 with a survey of graduates of
our community college system' to see OW many of them continue their
education in a 4-year institution, hpw many take jobs, etc., and how this
relates to the prog rant% they have taken in the community college. We may
also be_aple to include the people who complete public vocational school in
this same follow-up survey.

Thejvarious follow-up studies are not going to be planned to follow a single
individual through his or herantire postsecondary educati nal career. This

4:0
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is complicated, expensive, and time consuming. By the time a cohort has
been followed fitin high School through ;college,, 5 .or6 years will have,
elapsed, and the data may not be Jeryliseful for policy studies of what ought

' to be done"about edUcationaloppottunityfor,-the current generation.6f high ,.

,school seniors. Therefore, We are designing otir system to dperatk on-
overlapping surveys and short-term follow-Up of students at-the critical
,decidion pointsthe transition from high school to college or vocational
school, retention within each type:of inStitutfon, and what happens to the
g raduated..In a 3-year yycle,overlapPing samples oftntranis, dropouts, and .

graduatea-can allbe studied, WithOut the neCessitydf, following any ofthem.-,,
for-more than 6 to 9montha. While longer folloW-ugs would give additional
information, the cost is higher, and the cost-benefit issesspientis probably
negative, t

.

,There are many Oiotential'USes of the information Jn the educational*,
opportuhity monitoring syst4M. Let mi'mention two

First, our state etu dent assistance program in Tennessee is,a relatively new
. one, and we' are going into the third year of tuitiOn awards,with j;?rograin

funded at about $3.5 for 197'4-75, Which will mean about 5,500 ",
awards or about 4,5 pereent Of the TennesSeans enrolled in College in
Tennessee. In 16,73-74i the numberoethose with financial need.applying to
this program was not much greater than the money we had available. This
midht suggest that the prOgram was big eriougti, and that there was not
much unmet-need for student assistance in the stata..Howeer,. aggregate
analysis based .on the-fate-Hy income distribution in Tennessee, the needs

. anaI'sis formulas employed by ACT and CSS, and'institutional data on the
total amount of finanCiatasSistandoayaila9le in the state, indicate that there

very' large-unmet need for financial assistance in thestate, just to take
care of those students who are already enrolled in college:.

In planning for future aapropriatio0CfOr the student assistance program',
hOw should we reconcilfthese different estimates of what should be:done?, v
Data frorh our survey of high school seniors include a substantial amount Of
information afibutilow they plan to ,f inance their posttecondary education,.

,

"no There-14 another kind of, data from another adMtnistrative source that we,
want to try tointrodAce Into thisaystenf;,but we liave not workednut all the
data* yet: We have -a "state studentassittancecorporation Which this year

t. - will Obsess e'dout 10,000,appliCatiOns fdr tuition grants, and probablyan
additional {3,000 or 4,000 guaranteed ludeht loan requests. In addition,
tbere4ill be a large number 9f federal OG applicants, and entltlenlents;ei
well severatthousanct appjiCante f institution- based peOgrams such
Work Study or Supplemental 0j)portim,ity Grants, which we-would like tO
get' infnmiation it about, and include eduCatiOnal opportunity

o ,

nibnitoring vstern.
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as well as in formationbn famay'incorne. In our folloW4ap survey we will get'.
information on what student aid they are ieceiVing.'We din thUs get an
additional estimate' of what financtl needa exist, and can, deteriiitne
whether the limited numbers of applicants to thes,tate tuition grant prograM
are the result of inadequate advising and not evidenCe that needs are being
ful)y'rnet, .o.

,
. \

A second, planning problem relates to the further desegregation of higher
eduCation in T,e.nnessee. Like- most southern states, we arecunder federal

,court
,0f

order to achieve furtherdesegregation in higher education. One °title
problems with these court orders is that the goals we are trying to achieve
are not entirely clear, If the goal is fbr black students togttendoilege at the
same rate, as white students in the state's public nigher education, then'in .'

TerfneSsee about 15 percent, of crillege 'enrollment fought to be black,- -,
because about .15;percent of tne poPuration between 18 and 24 is black. In
Tenoessee, i 0.7 percent orpubliccollegeenralLinentin 1973 waa.black, end
so we area long Way from a 15 percent goal. But aChievementora 15 percent
enrollment of blacks would mean that., black enrollment. rates for low-
socioeconomic and achievement .groups would h4ve.td"be sukstantially ,
higher thin rates for yvhitea of the same groups. There iialreadyiavidence,
that indicates that blacks now enroll in college at hi her rates than whites'

,

,-4.om comparable socioeconomic and aCademib achi vernent backgrciurids;
and that tp reach thd goal of equal overall enrollmen percentages by race,

'low sociqpccrnomieblacks. would have to have enr011ment rateSeboUt 50
percent higher than those for Whites from the same qocicepdnomic group.

'!This raises a number of interesting. questiOn's. First, is the goal proper? If
,, . -

not,, what should the goal be? SecOnd,'is lit- realii, jc to expect the much
higher,enrollment' rates of black IOW socioeconomic group's? What would
ha 'e toibe,done to achievd.t hem? Will financigl aid do thejob/ What about
mOtiValional differences? The attendance rates represent Job and career
'aspiration differenbes between blacks and whites, as well as differences in
educational opportunity pe? se. ! .

, At present° we do not' have the data to detetrnine whether or 'not
desegregation g9als are achievable, but'we soon will-be mall closet to
having adequate information for 'planning and will be able to deal with the
.difficult task of setting goals tor educational Opportunity in amore informed
*and; it is hoped, more effective manner,* .

. . /
Since the courts are going tp require prOgress reports on the acniekerrient
of desegregation goals*, and ,are going to require us to identifytspecific.
programs and dctivities:which vvill' increase desegregatibn, along' with the .,-
effect of each on integration, we will have to tievelopli better understanding '. , . ,
of the fact'rs involited. - -, ' -,

1 -. < , ; , , , ,
, : In summary, let me emphasize .three points. First, eqUal educational

opportunity and most other important policy issues in 'education are ..

4 2
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complex, and require a complex set of, `data to make intelligent policy
recommendations. Too often in the past we have acted on only a part of the
data that was needed and, therefore, we have reached partial and
inadequate solutions.

Second, and this is a corollary of the first point, is the interrelated nature of
information req0ired for establishing policy about educational opportunity.
Decisions about a realistic goal -for black enrollment cannot be made
without information about costs of attendance, socioeconomic status of
students, student-aid, and motivations about the kind of postsecondary
institutions to be attended. .

,

Third, our system' is a combination of information collected for
adin in istrativeand management purpciaes, and an additional survey which
is designed to proVide the additional information needed for planning
purposes..IVVe began with a conception of the factors involved in providing
expanded educational opportunities and tried to d vplop the information
needed br policy planning in as economical a fa hiqn as possible: While

"this ..sys ,em will use ,our y?xisting student infor ation, system: nd the
adminis r tive data.g nei ted by theState tuden rant and loan p ograr,ns,/
these sO rces/of a gement, inform tion ci not proyide dequate
information abo t tj1 otal population w' h Wh) h we are concer d, nor do

I ,
-/ they provide in ation on ail of the c aractlerisrics that are important in

determining educational opportunity.

The approach we have used to monitor educational opportunity in
Tennessee has Some drawbacks. if does not tell us about educational

. opportunities for-adults, who constitute our most rapidly expanding market
ty(gher ethication. We hope to remedy this ,in the future with a sample

/survey of the educational background, plans, and aspirations ofadults. This
is likely to be an-expensive undertaking, and we are still trying to figure out
the most effective way to go about'it.

The survey of high school seniors depends on the cooperation and inteiest
of. the State Department of Education and the 140 local school systems who
Must administer the survey. The prPsent commissioner of education haS

. been Auite supportive of oUr efforts, bufitthis cooperation is to con'tinue,
the local schoolS must get a useful returninformation they can usafor
counseling and planning.,

if We give this much time and attention to the information needed tomonitor
-educational opportunity, what abbut the other information needs? Won't
they be neglected? Actually, i'h Tennessee educational opportunity has
been a third priority area, after we developed a final information system and

, program information. We are working with several other state agencies to.
develop manpower and other job market information. The priority'
information needs have to be assessed by each state for itself, in relation to
its own set of responsibilities; within that framework, the process outlined in
this paper should be helpful.
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THE ROLE OF STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS
IN ST gWioE PLANNING

iosairh O. Boyd/
Executive pirector

I linois tate Scholarship Comm

At a time in the history of hibher education when new buildings and new
personnel for expended enrollment are given low priority, discussion and
decisions on how to finance postsecOndary education and the staterole in
student financial aid programs assume new and important significance.

4

State programs of student aid are big business and are becoming more so
each year. Master planners in all states cannot ignore the relatioiship
between agreed upon goals in state plans for higher education end the
significant use of student assistance programs as a means to achieve these
objectives.

Each year since 1969, I have surveyed^what the states were providinb in
comprehensive, Undergraduate, need-based monetary award programeas
investments in the future of both the individual recipient and society in
general. My. latest survey, October 1973, indicates there were 28 states
(regireSenting, 77 percent of The U.S. population) investing in 722,000
financially needy undergraduates with approximately $375.3 million in state
tax funds.

GroWth iri state programs of monetary awards has been both dramatic and
consistent, as noted in the following summary of the past 5 years.

p

In 5 years, the state growth of grants is up $233.0 million or two and a half''
times more dollars in 1973-74 than 1968-69. In 1973-74, 28 states provided
more non repayable aid to students than the combined award Value of both
the federal SEOG and Basic Grant- programs.,

44
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Growth of State Scholarship/Grant Programa
to Needy Undergradtiate,Students

../ Academic Year
Award Dollars

(Millions)
Siudents
Assisted

1968-69 $152.0 370,000
1969-70 19r.5 488,000 '

, 1970-71 229.3 p79,000/ 1971-72 268.6 1604,000
1974-73 312.3 652,000
1973 -74 375.3 722,000

The current state programs of monetary awards vary greatly in size,
purpose, and years of existence; Five states (Neew fork, Pennsylvania,

California and New Jersey) invested in students from their states 70
percent of the 1973-74 total figure of $375.3 million awarded by,28 states.
These same five states represent about 34 percent of the U.S. population.
Obviously, states are not responding equally in the development and/or the
funding levels, of ,student aid programs. Although student scholarships/
grants at the state level were.Only 4,5 percent of all state funds appropriateii
foi' all of higher education in FY 74 by all the states, the amount of time and
thought to be given this component on the agenda of higher eduCation
planners should exceed 5 percent by mahyfold.

The federal program' of State StudeOt Incentive Grants (SSIG) is to become
a reality with 1974-75 awards, This 9.0 million federal clones Of SSIG funds
for FY 75 creates a partnership of about 5 percent federal /95 perbent state
funds in 1974-75. Additional SSIG funds in future years (requiring
additional dollars of state funds) will mean every dollar of such federal funds
will yield an additional dollar of state grant aid tb needy students, A
meaningful partnership is to begin'which.has a most significant potentialih
the years ahead to accomplish:. mutual goals of access and reasonable
choice to the citizens of this country in entering and completing post-
secondary education.

\
It is my considered judgment that the State Student Incentive Grant
Program will not only motivate up to at least 14 new state programs in 1974-
75 that would: have not existed otherwise, but also permit states with
existing programs to expand their programs more rapidly to meet the needs,
of their residents. When I complete the fall 1974 survey of the states, I
anticipate a total of almost $500.0 million for 1974-75 in all states for need-
based monetary awards assisting over 850,000 students, Student aid is
growing rapidly in higher education at a time when° other state dollars for
higher education are remaininb nearly constant or showing only slight
growth.
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/

Why have program of student aid at the State level? What are the goals or
roles they should play? Briefly stated, they are:

1. To equalize edUcational opportunity by removing financial barriers to /attendance in a postsecondary educational institution.

2. To preserve diversity in postsecon ary education by permitting freedbin
of institutional choice, allowing r asons other than the lack of fund to
influrim student selection of on institution over another.

3. To conserve public, funds by utilizing tiie spaces. and programs in
nonpublic institutions by helping needy students attend such s ools. A
state resident in a nonpublic institution Means that private liars are

-assisting in total operational/capital costs which otherwise ould have
been additional taxpayer costs if the same student elected to attend a
public institution.

4. To provide a means whereby a student's earnings from w rk and/or loan
funds would not be the only sources operating toy ovide access or
chQ1.ce. Achieving a balanced packade of aid, when ne ded by a student,
allows a student's in-school employment and/or oan? to be at a

'sufficiently modest level so as not to adversely aft ct studies& career
plans.

,, J, , ,

5. To permit a means, if desired, to establish state ins itution tuition charges
which can be met fully by applicants or families/with adequate financial
strength and to'allow thoserh fewer resources to receive non repayable
grants which will pay the entire amobnt of required tuition and
mandatory fees.

6: To allow an open or free market concept to exist for the student or
consumer of postsecondary educ tion. This concept ideally permits the
.s dents to select that school with curriculum and programs which they

elieve are most relevanfand of such quality as to justify the investment
their time and effoh in accomplishing their educational or career

gcfala.

7. To per'Sonalize to the student and the fan-lily the significant role that some
of their state tax dollars are playing as investments in them in the form of
grants or loans. An individual grant or loan to a giVen student carries a
message of interest in him or her' as a person and the importance of
education as a high public purpose which bricks and faculty salaries paid
by state appropriations can simply not deliver with the same realization
or impact!'

These seven purposes highlight some of the important roles of student
assistance programs in statewide planning. Once certain roles or goals are

4 6 ,
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identified, state student aid programs are a means to the desired ends.,(t is
also true that all-the states will ngt agree 9n the priorities of the various
goals. Furthermore, a state may also Wish to have a different priority of goals
than that established by the federal government in its student aid programs.

State and federal student aid monetary award programs must exist to
complement and not overlap or replace each other. Allow me to suggest
how this best can be`accomplished.

The new federal program of Basic Grants Is predominantly "access" Money
targeted to the low income and the disadvantaged to help perm it students to

fi attend some pollege and hot necessarily any college'. Almost all state
/ programs have been planned tOprovide both "aerdess" and "reasonable

choice" to the needy student. When etate-tirogrws are of sufficient total
dollars or when certain state programs are. made available only to higher
cost sdhools, ($37.3 million or about 10 percent of the 1973-74_ total state
monetary award dollars were programs of tuition equalization at nonpublic

. institutions), need is determined on a relative basis. Relative need means
the financial 'strength of a given family or applicantis compared with the
total cost of -the institution of the applicant's choice and-if there is a
difference, an award-is made as long as state funds are available.

Many state programs are, therefore, asslitingiens of thousands of families
who would not qualify fora Basic Grant. A partnership which provides Basic
Grants ae predominantly "access" funds, and state funds predominantly to
provide "reasonable choice" is clear in purpose and allows each partner to
play a significant role in what distinguishes tne United States from other
countries of this world. students of all'ag(1)s seeking additional educatiop
after high school should not have finericiallbarriers Naepingthem from this
opportunity. In addition, this,6ountry can alSo proclaim that a strong dual
system Of public and nonpublic institutionOs deeirable by providing needy
students a reasonable chciice among the institutions which`can best serve
their interests and future plans. //

.

,To accomplish these mu ual goa , a huge proble , f coordination must be
dealt with and solve 1,,frong y support' the d /elopment of a corqinon
student aid applid on and in ddition belie0e a thority should be gi en td
states (those w o can' dem nstrate their/ ab' ity to accomplish is) tO
caidulate and nnounde B 'c Grant entitle //ent to their state re idente.

ithout co dination/, alm st $1.0 billion/of -sic Grants and state award
74-7 are skint) not oing to reach ful/l/or equitably all the ersons f r

funds a nded.'

of decisiOns A vital necessity /good coordinationS ning
dent finarteial id is most difficult / ntil clear and timelyf udent

ecisiOns arem de and effectively/ ommunicated. Rees tability

/

/
/

*ZP
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in purpose and funding levels of federal student aid programs is another
vital ingredient in he future strength of an'y new federal partnership with the
states. .,

States can be a delivery agent for federal student aid dollars. Certain
coordination has already begun. In June 1974-in most states, a listing of all
their Basic Grants applicants for .1974-75 awards arrived to permit a
packaging of state and federal. funds. The Basic Grants can become a
"floor" upon which t(build any additional needed and available state aid.

Federal aid programs and fundfor students enrolled in postsecondary
education require a delivery agent to implement such benefits to the
students for whom they are intended. As a working, partnership, under a
creativb new, federalism, contracts of understanding with specific
autnOrities and respqnsibilities can and should be made available to state
scholarship agencies already staffed and experienced in dealing., with
students applying for financial assistance.

The ultimate goal is to permit a student or his or her family to file a single
application form and have a concise response as to what, if any, federal and
state taxpayer educational benefits are the student's to ,use at the chosen
institution. For services rendered, each state so participating should receive
appropriate federal funds for administrative costs. Appropriate federal audit
functions would be expected and a sharing of data to compile meaningful
national as well as state data systems should also be mandated.

Monetary awards are only one form of state student assistance. About one
half of the states, serving nearly 60 percent of the US. student population,
have designated and funded a state agency to serve aa a proceSsor of and
guarantee agent for student loans with reinsurance agreements with the
Office of Education to assist iniiefault payments.

There are many options available to state planners for the provision of loans
to students. Federal legislation on student loans profoundly impacts what a
state can or should do in student loans.

The major issues in educational loans are:

1. Should the state be a direct lender? If so, how do we also involve the
commercial lenders and/or institutions in making loans?

2. Are incomQ contingency "pay back" arrangements the best answer to
reduce defaults and improve access andthe motivation to borrow? Or is
this possibility an administrative "nightmare"?
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3: Should educational institutions be direCt lenders, with their loans
financed with capital from either commercial or state sources? Will such
an arrangement permit all colleges to hatta,,:loy" or "pain" over the next
several years on some basis other than their ability to attract loan capital?
Is it good policy to have only third-party lenders?

4. Could loans become so easily available as to further increase college
costs to students at rates beyond what they would have been otherwise?

5. Will loans become such a large part of the aid package that equal
educational opportunity becomes adversely affected?

6. Legislators and the general taxpayers are very concerned with default
rates. What in our planning will assure them that this concern is being
recognized and dealt with by sound decisions on how loans are made,
serviced and collected?

Another emerging issue in state student aid planning is the role of state
funds in student work programs. 1"o my knowledge, only Connecticut had a
significant comprehensive state student work, program in 1973-74. Much
thought needs to be given to this area. Creative federal/state partnership is
highly desirable in the development of college work-study programs. It is
most unyviie to believe that state centralized student work programs could
deal with term-time campus/community jobs for needy students. However,
a centralized operation for summer work and for students temporarily Out of
school for a term or two has real possibilities at the state level.

There are some significant opportunities to combine earnings and much
needed community service by students in not-for-profit operations.
Creative programs of work to both earn and learn could become the new.
frontier for states to explore in assisting students and meeting the needs of
our society. It is simply an extension of the concept that every taxpayer
dollar in education is both an investment in an individual and in the
possibility of a better society.

In the remainder of the 1970s anti into the 1980s states will be a more
significant delivery agent for packaging grants, loans, and work to the
needy postseCondary student. In my judgment,- we are .beginning a
transition period from one in which most federal student aid dollars are
allocated to institutions to one in which the state student aid agency will be
asked and expected to allocate and/or distribute most federal student aid
dollars. If this new approach is to become a reality, state master planners
must give considerable thought to how best to organize and achieve good
state administration of student aid programs.

, .

Related to future decisions al the state level is the question of which
students are to participate in state-funded aid programs. The federal
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student aid dollars are now clearly intended to serve students attending at
least half time in both traditional and proprietary colleges. Few states have,
yet to so- broadly define the eligible student for grant awards. Also
remaining as a restriction in most state§ is the use of nonrepayable aid by a
state resident to attend an out-of-state institution. The infusion offederal
dollars ina state/federal partnership brings subtle, if not legal;pressures to
make state lines more artificial and to open up new discussions on
reciprocity agreements among states.

State/federal agreements to fOrm 1202 commissions and receive federal\
dollars for planning ,haife both shad- and long-range implications in state
student aid program developments. I do not believe you can plan for and
coordinate certain institutions previously omitted from state higher
education boards' deliberations and at the same time deny their students
access to state-funded student aid programs.

Student aid programs at the state level do more than assistneedy students.
They permit the. accornplishment of other desired state educational goals.
Student aid decisions.affect the health of institutions, college costs, the
composition of the college population, and the amount of dollars legislators
and/or governors may decide to provide for higher education in the state,
Dollars for college can come In many forms, and Wise state higher
education planners and administrators explore every option to maximize'.
the support of the enterprise the re asked to understand and represent:

As educators, there is one goal we c n all agree upon. The full development
of our human resources should be our highest priority of state and national
concern. Well developed, well funded, and effectively coordinated student
aid programs'give strong evidence of this priority and concern.
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. Chapter 6

A NATIONAL PERSPECTIVE ON THE ANALYTICAL USES OF DATA
IN POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION PLANNING

Ben Lawrence
Director, National Center

for Higher Education Management Systems.,

The development of policy has two major aspects establishing philo-
soptfical directions or objectives, and determining procedural policy that
will result in the achievement of those objectives. A major trick in policy
development is, of course, to predict in the present the extent to which a
particular procedural poiicy, if implemented, would achieve the desired
objectives. This paper focuses on this difficult and primitive-art of bringing
information to bear- en-sup lYpolicy development predictions.

During 1973 and 1974, discussions and activity pertaining to the analytical
uses of data in postdecondary education planning have increased.
dramatically.

The federal government is busy building its capacity to conduct policy
analysis in postsecondary education using modern analytical
procedures.

The Americin Council on Education similarly is building its own
capacity in this area and just recently has held informal discussions with
the principal leaders in thii field around the nation.

Research centers for postsecondary education are giving increased
emphasis both to policy analysis and to the development of improved
techniques for policy analysis.

,'-

State coordinating agencies have begun to make large investments to
improve their capability to use information for policy decisions.

It is too early to speculate about the staying power of analysis in policy
formulation but it appears to be more than a passing flirtation and demands

51:
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our consideration, It also seems likely that many will be skeptical, if not
outright opponents, of this approach: Therefore, a few caveats concerning
the use of this approach seem in order at the beginning.

1. At this time these approaches are primitive and must be used/
accordingly.

2. At best, even when more fully developed, this type of policy analysis is
designed to be informative, not to make decisions pr replace judgme t
on the part of the deCision maker.

3. These approac es are data-dependent and I aded with assumption
Those who us them must understand the li tations of data and of t e
assumptions they impose.

This paper focuses on three 'questions about he analytiCal uses of data in
postsecondary education planning.

1. Why i/there increased interest and act ity in t e ana tical ises of data
in pgStsecondary education planning

2. W are` the current capabilities fo

O what new capabilities should

utili Ing d/ka in polio planning?

chera give priority?

is there increased interest/and act vity in the analytical uses,, I data in
stsedondary education plahnin ?

A primary distinction between co ehensive/prescriptive (or long= ange)
planning and incremental/rerned a (or short-range) planning is the d gree
to which each uses data analytica ly in support of planning.' Planners ave
given increased emphasis to omprehensive/prescriptive planning, s

opposed to incremental/reme ial planning, as they have attempted t
answer a number of questions that arise with great frequency in policy
development. For example:

What evidence is there that implementation of a particular policy
proposal will accomplish the desired objectives?

What unintended and unanticipated consequences or results might
come about if a particular policy proposal were'implemented?

'Frank A. Schmidtlein, The Selection of Decision Process Paradigms in Higher
Edtlisqtion: Can We Make the Right Decision or Must We Make the Decision Right?
Ford Foundation Program for Research in University Administration Paper
(BerkeleY\UniversIty of California, 1973), p. 8.
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How will implementing a particular policy proposal affect various
constituencies, institutions, and regions?

Are there useful generalizations that will hold true over'a long term and
that can be used to guide policy makers?

What wise, feasible, and efficient alternativeuses of the scarce resources
are available? .

These questions call for evidence as opposed to speculation, objectivity as
opposed to assertion, and rational projection of expected results as
opposed to trial-and-error approaches to obtaining desired results. These
questions arise, particularly at the national level, because once policy is
implemented, it is very difficult to change. Those who support
incremental/remedial approaches to planning point to the advantages of
short-range projections coupled with frequent midcourse corrections to
pursue desirable objectives. However, it is increasingly difficult to change
the policy conclusions of state and national level bodies. Thus there is a
need for more detailed comprehensive/prescriptive planning approaches
that include greater emphasis on the analytical uses of data.

Weathersby has likened the increased emphasis on analysis in planning to
the use of power assistance in steering vehicles. When nearly all vehicles
were small and light, there was little need for power assistance. Today, as
vehicles have become large and heavy; power assistance becomes less a
novelty and convenience and more a necessity. It is essential for any
reasonable degree of safety on large earthmoving vehicles. Similarly, it
seems likely that increasing importance will be given to the analytical uses
of data as a form of power assistance in planning when we are planning for
large or complete portions of the postsecondary education enterprise.

What are the current capabilities kir utilizing data in policy planning?

They are primitive, but better than intuition alone. Reference was made
earlier to one of the distinctions between comprehensive/prescriptive
planning and incremental/temedial planning. These two kinds of planning
may be viewed as being opposite extremes on a spectrum.

Comprehensive/ Incremental/
Prescriptive Remedial

In my own view, planning still is pretty much an incremental/remedial
process, because the comprehensive/prescriptive process requires a much
better analytical capability and because the current generation of policy
makers does not as yet feel comfortable with the analytical approaches
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currently, developed. (I suspe Xthat I am as comfortable as any with these
new analytical concepts a d I view myself as planning irk, an intuitive
incremental/remedial style /

NeVertheless, fdrces are oving planners away from the right end of that
spectrum because even e development of incremental pdlicy changes can
benefit from rigorou /analysis, and, most Important, because there
generally is more cap ility than currently is ping used.

More data are avails e to use in planning than a recognited. Their usd'i's
limited by two Ct ts.

1. Appropriate in mation standards -were not and, the case of current
data collection, a e not, used.

2. Current data base Management techniques do not p it the timely
availability of the data to policy 'planners.

ditih

Data. base management techn iqsUes that will petinit the ready availability
large amounts of data for analysis are available at reasonable cost. The
hastily developed terminal access de a base produced by the National
Commission on the Financing of Pos condary Education providesa
gli se of the potential in this 'area. The factors that deter the
imple 'entation of this existing capability a parochial and proprietary
attitude concerns with confidentiality of ta, and general lack of
knowledg concerning. the capability available a its costs.

While there sti are few quantifiable measures that sa kfactorily represent
desired objectiv and va.lues,,iwe d -have a number ot seful measures.
Measures reflectin the demand for ostsecondary educat n generally are
much more satisfac ry than tho reflecting the supply of sztsecondary
education.

Analytical procedures a e p omising, even in their current primitive state.
More are available than c rrently _being used. The main deterrents to their
use are the lack of trainee analySts and the lack of policy planners with an
understanding of the potential for using the results of analysis. The
analytical procedures no available are very helpful in making general
assessments of current c nditions, in 'developing rough generalizations
about relationships betwee major factors in policy issues, and in providing
the capability to analyze a ternatives rapidly.

Information produced by odern analysis techniques generally has the
major fault of being too much. Our concerns with the development of sound
analytical approaches have cau ed us to neglect the important
consideration of distilling out thee sence of the information for use by the
policy maker. Here we need signifi ant improvernent.

5,
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To 4that r'rew capabilities-'shOuld iesearchers give priority.:).D i

Frd a poliCy viewpoint, research on-the developmerolicy analysis
.5pp °aches must give Priority attention to:

1'. ihe development of politically acceptable. and technically usable
4 measures of objectives for postsecondary education. A good beginning

oint would be trkesures for the national objectives for postsecondary
ducation developed' by the Commission. %

be develppment 6f analyticermodels that allow us to examine questions
f supply and demand and that cab take into accqu'nt regional
ifferehces.

I`

'ongitudinal studies of institutional, 'student, and funder behavior
designed to provide data in support of the assumptions necessary for
such analysis (microecrornicibehavior analysis).

--,

-- i, ..

.
.

.; 4. Information standards and their use, -so that data will be increasingly,
,compatible and usable in linking for various analytical paposes. "

. . .
,.,1 5 ,,,,

5. Security precautions to ensure, the confidentiality of Oata about°.
individuals .and er dateas.necesSary.

. .
'

6.'1-he development' of a core-Ofindicators for postsecondary education
z) that can be used- to describe the'status of the enterprise over time, such

as indicators of finanCial health, and so forth. .

7. The development of practical ways to 'determine priorities among,
. competing objectives .in a politically difficult environment. ..' ' ,

. ,

. , .
In eummary,I Believe: ..

,,,,,,
. .

Circumstance, surrounding 'planning for postsedpndary education have'
,placed, arid will don:tin:tie to place, increased emphasis on the-analyticat
uses of data.

Thefrrcurrently is greater capability than is being used.

The deterrents to such utilization are essentially human lack of trained
andicomrnitted manpoWer in the policy planning field and lack of attention

develOpers of the arcerytical: procedures to the human-
values/quantitative-analysis interface..


